Addresses:  Department of Chemistry, Chemistry Building, 800 E. Kirkwood Ave., Bloomington, IN  47405
Molecular and Cellular Biochemistry Department, Simon Hall, 212 S. Hawthorne Dr., Bloomington, IN  47405

-------- Alpha Chi Sigma .............................................................. C044
5-2700 Undergraduate class permissions & prerequisites .......... (chempreq) C021
5-2700 Undergraduate Office, Information ..................................... (chemound) C021
5-2254 Class Scheduling Officer .................................................. Becky Wilson (reawilso) C021E
5-1192 Coordinator of Undergraduate Labs ............................ James Clark (clark95) C131
6-7863 Organic Labs Coordinator ............................................. Aulaire Schmitz (schmitza) C141A
5-8964 Demonstration Technician ............................................ Elizabeth McCarthy (elimccar) C041C
5-3972 Director of Undergraduate Studies ................................. Cate Reck (reck) A271
5-5145 Coordinator of Undergraduate Labs .............................. James Clark (clark95) C131
5-4442 Undergraduate Advisor .................................................. Carly Friedman (carfried) C021C
5-9511 Undergraduate Advisor ................................................... Emily Davis (emildavi) C021D
5-2069 Director of Graduate Studies ........................................... Amar Flood (aflood) C131
5-2069 Director of Graduate Admissions ................................. Steve Tait (tait) C131
5-9043 Business Office, General Information . (chembiz) C115
5-9044 Office Services Assistant/room reservations ................. Jane Hanser (jhanser) C115
5-3610 Assistant Director of Business ........................................ Misty Theodore (mtheodor) C115B
5-2241 Facilities Engineer ........................................................... Matt Kovach (mpkovach) C115E
5-2246 Human Resources (and Notary) ..................................... Cheryl Johnson (ohnsonc) C115C
5-6104 Payroll ........................................................................... Kim Jones (joneskim) C115
5-6239 Chair's Office, Chair ......................................................... Caroline Jarrold (chemchr) C125
5-2944 Associate Chair ............................................................... Martha Oakley (Oakley) C125
5-6239 Office Services Assistant Sr ............................................. Mary Skinner (maryskin) C125

Chemistry Scientific Stores

5-9572 Purchasing Representative, Chem Stores ..................... Jackie Drake (jdrake) C121
5-9573 Stores/Receiving Attendant (Dock Manager) ................. Rick Hackler (rvhackle) A023
5-4483 Supplies Coordinator ...................................................... Marcia Brown (mb7) A031
5-7987 Electronic Instrument Services, Manager ................. Sylvie Hudan (shudan) A414
      Sr. Electronics Engineer Specialist ................................... Andy Alexander (aalexand) A412
      Sr. Electronics Engineer Specialist ................................... Dave Bancroft (dmbanco) A408
      Sr. Electronics Engineer Specialist ................................... John Poehlman (jpoehlma) A410
      Electronics Technician ...................................................... Rose Burchfield (rburchfi) A407
5-7752 Glass Shop .............................................................. Don Garvin (hdgarvin) A033

Information Technology Group (ITG), Director ........... Brian Crouch (brcrouch) A701
5-6243 Apple Systems/Media Specialist .................................... Gabe Hare (rhare) A720
6-1146 CALM .............................................................. Jeremy Anderson (jermande) C115F
6-4124 Computer Technician ....................................................... VACANT A701
5-0852 Coordinator of Systems Services ............................... Ray Cross (gcross) C115F
5-8980 Duplicating .................................................................... Danny McMurray (danmcmur) C051
6-1146 Programmer/Analyst ..................................................... Jeremy Anderson (jermande) C115F
5-8450 Unix Computing ............................................................ Steve Creps (sacreps) A701
5-8980 Web Design Media Specialist ....................................... Danny McMurray (danmcmur) C051
5-5609 Library, Head Librarian for Chemistry and Life Sciences.. Jennifer Laherty (jilaherty) C003
5-7305  Mechanical Instrument Service, Manager  Jeremy Boshears (jboshear)  A019
   Lead Research Machinist III  Tom Smith (thodsmit)  A019
   Research Machinist III  Brian Ferguson (rfergus)  A019
   Research Machinist III  Doug Garvin (dgarvin)  A019
   Research Machinist III  Nathan Miller (millerns)  A019
   Research Machinist III  Matt Polley (mepolley)  A019

Research Support Group

5-0821  Administrative Support (Travel/DV’s)  Daniel Hosler (dwhosler)  C121
5-5706  Administrative Support (TWIC/Seminars)  Kristin Ousley (krousley)  C121
5-6987  Administrative Support for Dr. Williams  Stacy Felton (cfelton)  A350
5-4532  Administrative Support for Dr. Ortoleva  Tricia Miles (ortoleva)  C202A
5-0985  Compliance and Reporting Manager  Maria Sievers Perotti (sieversm)  C115D
5-9105  Grants Manager  Caitlin Watkins (caitwatki/chemgrnt)  C115D
5-9572  Purchasing Representative, Chem Stores  Jackie Drake (jdrake)  C121
6-2296  Requisitioning- Purchasing requests/information  Linda Cage (linbarke/chemreq)  C121

RESEARCH SERVICE CENTERS

5-2219  Electron Microscopy Center, Director  Roger Innes (rinnes)  Myers 316B
5-1457  Assistant Scientist (Simon Hall)  David Morgan (dagmorga)  S047D
5-7424  Assistant Scientist (Myers Hall)  Barry Stein (bstein)  MY040E
5-4963  Assistant Scientist (Simon Hall)  Joe Wang (wangjoe)  S047D
5-6126  Laboratory for Biological Mass Spectrometry, Director  Jonathan Trinidad (trinidad)  S120B
5-6462  Research Associate  Yixiang Zhang (yxzhang)  S115B
5-9800  Postdoc  Kate Grassmyer (ktgrassm)  S120C
6-1704  Macromolecular Crystallography Facility, Director  Charles Dann III (cedann)  S320D
6-7505  Assistant Scientist, Manager  Giovanni Gonzalez-Gutierrez (giovgonz)  S005A
6-0727  Mass Spectrometry Laboratory, Director  Jon Karty (jkarty)  A411
5-9338  Staff, Sr. Mass Spectroscopist  Angie Hansen (asorg)  A411
5-6821  Molecular Structure Center, Director  Maren Pink (mpink)  A423
5-5560  Informatics Specialist  Anthony Parker (antjpark)  A423A
5-6620  Nanoscale Characterization Facility, Director  Stephen Jacobson (jacobson)  S002C
5-3727  Senior Scientist  Lyudmila Bronstein (lybronst)  A267
6-1164  Assistant Scientist  Jun Chen (jc101)  S002B
5-1342  Assistant Scientist  Yi Yi (yiyi)  C307
6-0844  Associate Scientist (XPS)  Yaroslav Lozovyy (ylozovyy)  A421C
5-6492  NMR Facility, Director  Frank Gao, (xgao)  C237
6-4629  Research Associate (Chemistry)  Ari Tapash (atapash)  C237E
6-1395  Assistant Scientist (Chemistry)  Hongwei Wu (hw34)  C237B
5-4478  Assistant Scientist (Simon Hall)  Hongwei Wu (hw34)  S037
6-7505  Physical Biochemistry Instrumentation Facility  Giovanni Gonzalez-Gutierrez (giovgonz)  S005A